Design and Control of Defense Robot Based On Virtual Reality
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Abstract: This paper presents the tools that are essential for controlling a defense robot in a teleoperation system via internet using the virtual reality concept. In the process of controlling a defense robot based on remote access the most important criteria affecting the performance of robot is the delay time. This paper allows us to overcome the catastrophe of error that occurs during the operation of defense robot via internet. By utilizing the virtual reality concept the delay time across the defense robot can be minimized in an efficient way so that the defense robot performance can be improved to a certain extent. We implemented our work by conducting teleoperation experiments in different environment. The experimental result does go hand in hand with the above architecture.
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1. Introduction

Based on current and emergence of new trends that could be evolved in near future the remote control technology is evolving periodically since the application involved in controlling various devices based on remote control technology that can be utilized for special purpose or general purpose the concept of virtual reality can be implemented [1].

The remote control (teleoperation) system of robot are widely used in many fields like industries, research, medical fields, education, entertainment and military purposes[5]. In our work we are mainly focusing on implementing it in defense purpose. The teleoperation of robot is classified into three categories: exploration rovers, unmanned ground vehicles and dangerous duties [6].

The exploration rover is a vehicle used to explore outer space and it is designed to move across the surface of a planet [7]. Rovers are created to land on another planet in the solar system, besides earth to find out information about the planet, and to take samples. They can collect samples such as dust, rocks and even take pictures of the planet. An unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) is simply a vehicle that operates when it has a contact over the ground [8]. It could operate without the presence of human operator inside the vehicle. A dangerous duty robot is specifically used in the defense purpose where it is almost impossible for human to enter or operate [9, 10, 11].

The most widely used technique for teleoperation purpose is the direct interface method [2]. The term direct interface basically defines the concept of controlling a device in this case a robot using a hand controller. But in this concept without using the implementation of direct interface another concept known as virtual reality is utilized. The term virtual reality is basically defined as creating an environment so that the user can feel that he is actually present there. Here the virtual reality technique is used because it involves lower operating cost than the other real situation [12, 13]. Not only that in teleoperation of robot using other concepts delay time will be considerably high and by using virtual reality technique the delay time can be minimized to a certain extent [14, 15].

A new field of robotics known as telerobotics has fascinated the interest of various researchers in recent occasion [16]. This term refers to remotely controlling a robot through the internet. The advantage of using the above process is that it provides access virtually to resources present anywhere across the world. However by using internet [21] for controlling a robot the drawback is that, it does not provide the necessary quality of service and so there will be a loss in delivery of packets [4] and therefore it affects the performance of teleoperation system.

The serial communication between the transmitter and receiver in robot control is performed by Zigbee [3]. Zigbee is related to IEEE 802.15.4 which is a standard based protocol that provides the essential infrastructure required for the network. Here Zigbee provides the network and application layer whereas the 802.15.4 provides physical layer and Mac layer. The applications of Zigbee are enormous across communication it can be used to communicate with a large number of devices and also there are enormous applications ideal for the self-configuring and self-healing capabilities of Zigbee networks.

- Energy Management and efficiency-For improving the information that are provided and to control the usage of energy so that the customers can have better service that helps to utilize the resources effectively.
- Building Automation- To provide more supportive security and home entertainment system from anywhere inside the block.

Zigbee has a interoperable nature so that these application can work together, this comes in handy because the device works more efficiently with greater benefits.

The advantages of using zigbee are it is highly secure, cost is considerably low and also it is a reliable and self-healing network which operates at low power.
2. Architecture for Designing Software

The architecture for designing the software is based on the modules and communication between them using the request protocol, to ensure the safety of the user the controlling of robot is done remotely using networking system hence the connection between the server and clients are done using the transmitted data frames through instant network communications protocols.

2.1 Establishment of Connection in the Server and Clients

In the server station to control the robot by downloading the graphical interfaces and to transmit it in order the TCP/IP module is applied and to connect the defense robot with the server the wireless networking protocol is used. The server mainly focuses on power backup applications where major requirements are obtaining minimum data rate, and long battery life at minimum cost.

2.2 Teleoperation System Architecture

The architecture of Teleoperation in this system consists of the client PC which is in remote place and the server defense robot that is communicating using the TCP/IP protocol module in this while the operator operating the defense robot using virtual reality concept the robot movements can be seen in client PC by using the camera attached in the robot, the images captured in the cameras are transmitted using internet.

2.3 Concept of Remote Control and Virtual Reality

In the teleoperation of the robot control the major problem is the delay in time across the system and also bandwidth therefore reducing the signal quality of the video hence the virtual reality technology is used to overcome these problems, the robot implemented in this case is defense robot, the advantages of the virtual reality interface are its user friendly nature, visual aids, customized display, impressive data presentation and the redundancy of data in the screen [17].

In the teleoperation of the robot control the quality of the video will be very low hence in this case the virtual reality technology will be helpful for the user to obtain the better view of this video with increase in the quality and also control the defense robot remotely. This technology also decreases the time delay that is presented in the networks.

2.4 Forward Kinematics of Defense Robot

In our concept the model of the defense robot utilized is a unicycle type. In this process configuration of defense robot is defined completely by three parameters P, Q and θ. The distance between two wheels is assumed as D. The angular velocity of a defense robot around midpoint of wheel (MP) is assumed as ω. The velocities of right and left wheel are assumed as v1 and v2 respectively and its respective angular velocities are assumed to be ω1 and ω2 respectively. The radius of the wheel is stated as r. Figure1 shows the basic parameters of the unicycle type defense robot. The linear velocity v is given by the relation

\[ v = \frac{v1 + v2}{2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\[ v = \frac{r(\omega_1 + \omega_2)}{2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The angular velocity of the defense robot is given by:

\[ \dot{\theta} = \frac{v1 + v2}{D} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where v1 - v2 = r(ω1 - ω2)

\[ \theta = \frac{r(\omega_1 + \omega_2)}{2} = \omega \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The kinematic model is given by the relations

\[ \dot{P} = v \cos \theta \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

\[ \dot{P} = v \sin \theta \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

\[ \dot{\theta} = \omega \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

It is assumed that the robot wheel does not roll and slip, the direction of robot can never be sideways with respect to the wheels, that is:

\[ P \sin \theta + Q \cos \theta = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

2.4.1 Path followed by the robot

For path followed, an algorithm is proposed for tracking the target position x*(t), y*(t), the robot will keep up a certain distance d*, this error between the position of robot and target position is found by the relation:

\[ e = (P^* - P)^2 + (Q^* - Q)^2 - d^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

The angle θ* can be stated as given below:

\[ \theta^* = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{Q - Q^*}{P - P^*} \right) \]

Generally, the kinematics model of a unicycle robot is utilized to rotate the routing wheel. The inputs of the robot are ω and v and the present rotating angle is the respective output and is given by 0.

2.5 Inverse Kinematics of Defense Robot

The center of mass position in the wheels of the robot with respect to the turn angles are identified by the direct kinematic models, the expression of the direct kinematic models is expressed as:
\[
\begin{align*}
\vec{P} &= -\frac{r \sin \theta}{2} \dot{\omega}_1 - \frac{r \sin \theta}{2} \dot{\omega}_2 & (10) \\
\vec{Q} &= \frac{r \sin \theta}{2} \dot{\omega}_1 + \frac{r \sin \theta}{2} \dot{\omega}_2 & (11) \\
\dot{\theta} &= \frac{r}{D} \dot{\omega}_1 - \frac{r}{2} \dot{\omega}_2 & (12)
\end{align*}
\]

To find the angular velocity of each wheel the inverse kinematics is used, the expression for the inverse kinematic model is expressed as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\omega}_1 &= -\frac{2v - D\omega}{2v - D\omega} & (13) \\
\dot{\omega}_2 &= -\frac{2v - D\omega}{2r} & (14)
\end{align*}
\]

Control Side

![Virtual Reality System](image)

Robot Side:

![Block diagram of defense robot](image)

3. Hardware Design

The basic block diagram to implement our proposed concept is given in figure 1. In the process of controlling the defense robot using remote access technique, the station of such access control consist of two standard parts.

i. Application Server

The Server which develops the information about an application from the server station and forwarded to the robot at the other end is called as Application Server. As liaison it reflects the information which is received from the client and converts to understandable instructions for the robot.

ii. Application Client

The client used by the hand operator and its application used for controlling and tele-operating the functions of robots. Here, for operating the functions some data information has been flowed.

3.1 Configuration of Server PC

Processor: Intel core i3 (2.30GHz)
RAM: 3GB RAM
Ethernet Network Device: RTL8101E family PCI-E Fast Ethernet NIC
Wireless Network Device: Realtek RTL8187B Wireless 802.11g 54Mbps.

3.2 Robot Activity Control

In this concept mobile robot is designed using basic two wheeled land rover robot. Two wheels are proposed in order to move in different angles and dimensions. Normally, the robot can move in four different angles, hence the two wheels will tend to decide the direction based on turning of wheels. While controlling the motion of the robot it tends to communicate with the personal computer that is server.

After it is communicated with the server pc, it gets transmitted via the ZigBee module which here plays mainly as a transmitter. ZigBee module is the set based wireless sensor network.

Our main consideration in this paper is to avoid the delay time of packets given to the robot, hence we are using the virtual reality concept and interactions with the server pc and robotic system to get efficient information without data loss [18, 19].

3.3 Description of Two Wheeled Mobile Robot

The two wheeled mobile robot as described, it consists of two wheels and those wheels are controlled using the Dc gear motor for the purpose of controlling the motion of robot. Here the two wheels tend for the intention to drive over the direction controlled by the motor and also dummy wheels are provided for support at the rear as an insane. The logic of zeros and ones plays a controlling role in movement and direction of the two wheels that moves with the help of gear motor.

3.3.1 Proportions of Two Wheeled Robot

Radius of one wheel- 2.5cm
Distance between two wheels-15cm
Weight- 100g

3.3.2 Description about Structure of Robot

Robot can be explained in co-ordinates structure, A and B are global coordinates. A₁- B₁ are local coordinates. Our mobile robot is consisting of square shaped symmetrical body with two spherical wheels and centre of the body is “O”. From the diagram the displacement of the body is L and radius is R. here the angle that originate as \( \theta \).

3.4 Action of Controller

Basically we get to use Atmel AT89S52 (Microcontroller), which is now widely reached and used most. Such microcontroller will get the information from the server pc via ZigBee module. From the received signal i.e. in the form
of coded information, controller will encode and generate the PWM signals to control the function of the wheels in the robot.

The functions of the wheels are normally controlled using logic of zeroes and ones encoded using the program or algorithm written via Server pc. Hence the two wheels can be controlled for the movement of robot in different directions, such as “UP”, "DOWN", "LEFT", and “RIGHT”.

Here, for the movement in different directions we are using more switches to control the movement. Also we were using our Mobile Robot for the defense purpose so; we are in need to enable another switch for defense purpose like “SHOOT”.

Hence with the help of switches, we can switch over the direction of Robot. For example, if we want to move the robot in forward direction, the logic is 1010 it represents that M1=1, M2=0, M3=1, M4=0; hence due to M1 and M3 are positive, the two wheels will tends to move forward in direction. In case 2, when the logic is 0101. It represents that M1=0, M2=1, M3=0, M4=1; Hence due to M2 and M4 are positive and other two motors terminals are negative, therefore the two wheels will tend to move in backward direction. In case 3, the logic is 0010 it represents that M1=0, M2=0, M3=0, M4=0; hence one of the wheel (right) remains idle so other wheel(left) tends to move forward because of its terminal is positive, hence it gets right in turn of movement. In case 4 the logic is 0001. It represents that M1=0, M2=0, M3=1, M4=0; hence due to M3 is in positive terminal the right wheel only tends to move forward but left wheel remains quite. The above illustrated commands can be accurately understood by the table 1 mentioned below:

| Table 1: Commands to determine direction of robot |
|-----------------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|
| Condition       | M1        | M2        | M3        | M4        |
| Up              | 1         | 0         | 1         | 0         |
| Down            | 0         | 1         | 0         | 1         |
| Right           | 1         | 0         | 0         | 0         |
| Left            | 0         | 0         | 1         | 0         |
| Stop            | 0         | 0         | 0         | 0         |

4. Interfacing of Virtual Reality and Tele-Robotic System

In order to interface the virtual reality concept with the robotic concept, the virtual light is engendered via projector and focused on the wall. Such light projects the remote control access for robot movement. Using the digital image processing technique we can able to process the image projected on the wall and it gets compared with the predefined images which is already stored in the buffer.

Hence from the comparison of images, the instructions given in the image is passed into the controller and it tends the movement of motor in different directions. Normally virtual reality concept is used to avoid the delay time occurred in transmission of information for the control of robot, here the information is transferred via the light. The light transmission like lifi technology is mostly used for fast transmission and hence the data loss is minimized and transmitted efficiently so, the performances of robot get increased.

The operator here plays a role of controlling the commands to operate the robot. the main three task normally operator will do are:

i. Operator instructions
ii. Processing the image
iii. Simulating the robot

4.1 Communication in Tele-Robotic Application

The Tele-robotic application uses the internet communication to understand the data transmitted via Zigbee. Some factors are limited due to internet communication are bandwidth, efficiency, dropping of data, unwanted latency and delay in time because of long distance transmission.

To get rid of these problems, the virtual reality concept is coiled for fast transmission, so most of the problems get overcome. By using the man-robot interface inside our architecture we can overcome most part of problems aroused. Some protocols like TCP/IP can be used with the server and client to implement the long distance transmission [20].

4.2 Description of Virtual Reality

Various theories behind virtual reality led the human desire to go beyond the boundaries of existing world by accepting cyberspace. On achieving that we can interact with the virtual environment by all means in a simpler manner that could help to discover new forms of human machine interaction.

The objective is to go beyond the basic interaction with components such as keyboard and mouse that are utilized on a regular basis. This does not seem as a user-friendly way of working which pressures the people to get used to the demands of technology rather than the other way.

To obtain new form of the Human-Machine Interaction (HMI) Lamisense Virtual Reality board is utilized. In this the designer has the advantage to effortlessly, rapidly and flawlessly add with the microcontroller by UART to their applications. Figure 2 shows the basic virtual reality system implemented in our project.
4.2.1 Specification

The input specification of the virtual reality system are it requires a power supply of DC+12v 1Amps and the USB for the Camera driver installation, whereas the output is a UART RS232 with a baud rate of 9600. The output character for each condition touch is given in the table below.

With respect to the imaged touched a single character is sent to the UART which will be easier to connect or can be directly connected across any UART wireless transmitter.

4.2 Implementation of our Robot

On my reference to our project, we had studied some paper of different authors, where some gave about brief discussion of virtual reality based mobile robot it uses the VR concept for simple mobile robot. In another paper we referred about the collision free navigation for path planning. Some authors were involved only in simulating the output and not in real time implementation.

A few authors were used augmented reality concept of control. Hence following the above ideas we were implemented the virtual reality concept mobile robot for defense purpose. Such robot is used in military applications.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a virtual reality system through which a robot can be controlled. The virtual reality concept is utilized in order to increase the delay in time across the robot to a certain extent. Also the wireless robot control is serially communicated by using the Zigbee module, the reason to use Zigbee module is for efficiency and accuracy and also provides stability, while using the Zigbee module the experimental results shows increased throughput and also the delay in time across the system is reduced considerably. It also allows us to control the robot in a 3D manner. It consists of three process first is the implementation of virtual reality system and the second course is serial communication using Zigbee and the third process is the operation of robot.

In the near future, we plan on implementing the concept by replacing virtual reality with augmented reality that could provide a major boost in operations such as remote manipulation and remote manufacturing, entertainment, education etc.
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